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(71) We, BABCOCK & WILCOX 
LIMITED, a British Company of Cleveland 
House, 19 St. James's Square, London 
SW1Y 4LN, do hereby declare the inven-

5 tion, for which we pray that a patent may be 
granted to us, and the method by which it is 
to be performed, to be particularly 
described in and by the following state-
ment:-

10 It has been proposed to use liquid sodium 
as the coolant in a nuclear reactor, to heat 
secondary sodium by the sodium that has 
circulated in the reactor and then use the 
heat in the secondary sodium in the genera-

15 tion and heating of steam. The present 
invention arose from a consideration of the 
design problems involved in seeking to use 
the heat in sodium that has served as the 
coolant in a sodium-cooled fast reactor to 

20 produce superheated steam. One problem 
centres on the risk of an explosion resulting 
in the event that sodium and water come 
into contact with each other. 

According to the present invention there 
25 is provided a method of producing superhe-

ated steam by use of the heat in liquid 
sodium, in which liquid sodium is caused to 
flow through a space having boundaries of 
which no part is common with the bound-

30 aries of a space in which vapour is produced, 
a fluid that is inert to sodium is heated by 
heat exchange at the boundaries of the space 
through which the liquid sodium flows and 
serves as the heating medium for the pro-

35 duction of vapour, and the vapour is subse-
quently heated to the final degree of 
superheat by heat exchange with liquid 
sodium in a space that has a common boun-
dary with a space through which liquid 

40 sodium is passed. 
According to the present invention, there 

is also provided apparatus in which superhe-
ated steam may be produced, including first 
heat exchanging means that provides a flow 

45 path connected to a source of liquid sodium 

and a flow path connected to a source of 
water, the boundaries of the flow paths 
being such that no part of the boundaries of 
one is part of the boundaries of the other, 
and means is provided for circulating a fluid 50 
that is inert to sidum successively in heat 
exchange with the former flow path and the 
latter, additional heat exchanging means 
providing two flow paths having a boundary 
wall common to each, means connecting one 55 
of the flow paths of the additional heat 
exchanging means to the outlet of the flow 
path of the first heat exchanging means that 
is connected to a source of water, and means 
connecting the other of the flow paths of the 60 
additional heat exchanging means to a 
source of liquid sodium. 

By way of example an embodiment of the 
invention will now be described with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawing which is 65 
a diagram illustrating apparatus in which 
vapour may be generated and superheated 
by use of the heat in liquid sodium. 

The illustrated apparatus includes a cylin-
drical container 1 containing a cylindrical 70 
baffle (not shown) to facilitate the circula-
tion of gas within the container. The circula-
tion is indicated by the arrows; flow is in one 
axial direction within the baffle and in the 
reverse direction in the annular space be- 75 
tween the baffle and the container, and a 
fan, or pump, 2 is provided to promote the 
circulation of the gas. A bank of tubes 3 is 
disposed within the baffle and a further bank 
of tubes 4 is disposed within the annular 80 
space. 

In a further container, or shell, 10, a bank 
of tubes 11 through which vapour can flow is 
disposed within a space through which liquid 
sodium can flow. The space is indicated by a 85 
bank of tubes 12 but it is to be understood 
that the bank of tubes 11 and the space 12 
have a common boundary so that one side of 
the boundary is in contact with vapour and 
the other side of the boundary is in contact 90 
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with sodium. A connection 14 is provided to 
lead sodium that has passed through that 
space 12 to the tube bank 3 in the container 
1. The other tube bank in the container is 

5 connected to a water supply through the 
duct 5. 

In operation of the apparatus, liquid 
sodium that has been heated by heat 
exchange with liquid sodium that has served 

10 as coolant in a sodium cooled fast reactor is 
passed through the space 12 in the shell 10, 
then through the tube bank 3 in the cylindri-
cal container 1, and then returned to the 
reactor. Water is supplied to the other bank 

15 of tubes 4 in the cylindrical container 1 and 
the gas in the container is circulated to trans-
fer heat from the sodium to the water to 
produce vapour, which may be saturated or 
superheated. The vapour then passes 

20 through the tubes 11 in the shell 10 to 
achieve its final degree of superheat. Be-
tween leaving the cylindrical container 1 and 
entering the shell 10 the steam may be used, 
provided that the fluid that subsequently 

25 enters the tubes 11 in the shell 10 is not in a 
liquid condition. 

In the apparatus that has been described, 
heat exchange between water and sodium is 
effected through the intermediary of a gas, 

30 so that the water path and the sodium path 
do not have a common boundary, and the 
chances of excessive conditions resulting 
from the interaction of sodium with water 
are restricted. In the shell 10, however, no 

35 intermediary is used, so that a flaw in the 
common boundary could result in a reaction 
between the sodium and steam. The trou-
bles resulting from the leakage of steam into 
sodium are, however, considered to be less 

40 serious in pressure generation and in metal 
wastage than the troubles likely to result 
from the leakage of water into sodium. 
Moreover, the uncertainties associated with 
the use of sodium as the heating medium in 

45 the generation and superheating of steam 
are mostly connected with the steam 
generating surfaces. 

It will be realised that the size of a heat 
exchanger in which heat exchange is 

50 effected through the intermediary of a gas is 
greater than that of a heat exchanger in 
which the use of gas is dispensed with, so 
that effecting superheating without the use 
of a gas makes possible the use of a heat 

55 exchanger smaller than would be required if 
the total heat exchange were effected 
through a circulating gas. The power 
required to circulate the gas is also less. 
Moreover, the size of the heat exchanger in 

60 which gas acts as a heat exchange medium 
depends upon the temperature difference 
between the fluids between which it is trans-
ferring heat and this is greater, and the size 
of the vessel therefore less, when one of the 

65 fluids is water than when one of the fluids is 

superheated steam. The use of gas would 
therefore, be comparatively less effective in 
the heating of steam. 

The apparatus that has been described 
may be used for superheating steam in once 70 
through and forced circulation boilers as 
well as in "hybrid" or partial recirculation 
boilers. 

In the embodiment described, gas has 
been mentioned as the intermediate fluid in 75 
the heating of the water by the heat in 
sodium. It is envisaged that other fluids, 
such as a gas suspension, molten salt, or oil, 
that are inert to liquid sodium, might be 
used as alternatives. 80 

Attention is drawn under Section 9 of the 
Patents Act 1949 to patent No. 1,109,395. 

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:-
1. A method of producing superheated 

steam by use of the heat in liquid sodium, in 85 
which liquid sodium is caused to flow 
through a space having boundaries of which 
no part is common with the boundaries of a 
space in which vapour is produced, a fluid 
that is inert to sodium is heated by heat 90 
exchange at the boundaries of the space 
through which the liquid sodium flows and 
serves as the heating medium for the pro-
duction of vapour, and the vapour is subse-
quently heated to the final degree of 95 
superheat by heat exchange with liquid 
sodium in a space that has a common boun-
dary with a space through which liquid 
sodium is passed. 

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1 in 100 
which the vapour that is subsequently 
heated by liquid sodium is initially superhe-
ated steam. 

3. A method as claimed in either of the 
preceding claims in which the liquid sodium 105 
that has been cooled by heating vapour 
serves subsequently as the source of heat for 
the inert fluid. 

4. A method as claimed in any of the 
preceding claims in which the heat in the 110 
liquid sodium has been derived by heat 
exchange with liquid sodium that has served 
as coolant in a nuclear reactor. 

5. Apparatus in which superheated 
steam may be produced, including first heat 115 
exchanging means that provides a flow path 
connected to a source of liquid sodium and a 
flow path connected to a source of water, the 
boundaries of the flow paths being such that 
no part of the boundaries of one is part of 120 
the boundaries of the other, and means is 
provided for circulating a fluid that is inert 
to sodium successively in heat exchange with 
the former flow path and the latter, addi-
tional heat exchanging means providing two 125 
flow paths having a boundary wall common 
to each, means connecting one of the flow 
paths of the additional heat exchanging 
means to the outlet of the flow path of the 
first heat exchanging means that is con- 130 
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nected to a source of water, and means con-
necting the other of the flow paths of the 
additional heat exchanging means to a 
source of liquid sodium. 

5 6. Apparatus as claimed in Claim 5 in 
which the flow path of the first heat exchang-
ing means that is connected to a source of 
liquid sodium is formed from tubes, the 
further flow path that is connected to a 

10 source of water is formed from tubes, the 
tubes are disposed in a single container, and 
baffle means disposed in the container 
define a flow path such that the inert fluid 
may be circulated in the container succes-

15 sively over tubes that are connected to a 

source of sodium and over tubes that are 
connected to a source of water. 

7. Apparatus as claimed in either of 
Claims 5 and 6 in which the source of liquid 
sodium for the first heat exchange means is 20 
the flow path of the additional heat 
exchange means that is connected to a 
source of sodium. ' 

8. A method of producing superheated 1 

steam substantially as described with refer- ; 25 
ence to, and as illustrated by, the accom- ' 
panying drawing. j 

Agent for the Applicants 
R. A. E. SINNETT 

Chartered Patent Agent. 30 
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